
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When you need an all-terrain tractor that is capable of handling conventional agricultural 

implements, safety on slopes or really wet (boggy) terrain, with a day-in-day-out  

reliability factor that can demonstrate versatility in any environment, take a look at  

the equal-wheeled Euro range. 
 

With their low centre of gravity, forward weight distribution and oscillating chassis, these factors give  

the Euro tractors a big advantage over other conventional or compact tractors in the same horsepower 

bracket. 

Each of the Euro tractors have  Lombardini diesel engines 

ranging from 25hp to 38hp that have proven to be both  

reliable and long-lasting; the Goldoni Euro tractors provide 

optimum performance with 

minimum impact on the  

environment, thanks to their 

low emissions and efficient 

performance. 

Standard 9 speed gearboxes 

with 6 forward and 3 reverse gears have been designed to provide the right 

ratios for every job whilst still preserving the simplicity of design to make a 

sturdy transmission for long-lasting use.                                        Front axle oscillation 

 

 

 

With 4 different tractors in the Euro range, you can be sure of finding a tractor to fit your needs.  From a 

26hp Euro 30 for your smaller acreage to the rugged Euro 45 with its 1200 kg lift capacity to the Euro 45SN 

with its central articulation for tighter turning. 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

25hp Euro 30 with 2 cylinder water-cooled engine or the 33hp Euro 40 with 3 cylinder air-cooled engine.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Both with 1 tonne lift capacity, and available on low ground pressure flotation tyres for that  

all-terrain capability and practicality.  Optional cab available. 

 

Proven reliability is second to none, demonstrating Goldoni’s position as Europe’s No. 1 specialist  

tractor  

manufacturer. 

 

Specifications 

overleaf. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With its articulated steering, the 38hp Euro 45SN is Ideal for forestry work and working in confined areas.   

Having the ability to fit up to 20” wheels for higher ground clearance gives the Euro 45SN a big advantage 

over other compact tractors. 

The 38hp Euro 45RS is the largest and heaviest of the Euro range of tractors, offering optimal wheel grip in  

every situation, thanks to the front axle which swings 15 degrees.  With its lift capacity a huge 1200 kgs, 

the Euro 45RS is the ideal tractor for 

working on wet or steep ground with 

the capability of handling larger  

agricultural implements in safety. 

The Euro Range of Goldoni Tractors 

- great all-rounders for working in 

any environment. 



                       SPECIFICATIONS 
 

To discuss your requirements in further detail,  

please do not hesitate to  

contact us at: 

 

C.T.M. 

Conservation Technology & Machinery Ltd 

Units 1 & 2 Brocca Bank, Low Row, Richmond, North Yorkshire, DL11 6PR 

Tel: 01748 886622            www.goldonitractors.com          Email: enquiries@ctmltd.co.uk 

 
Euro 30 RS Euro 40 RS Euro 45 RS Euro 45 SN 

Engine Type 
Lombardini 2-

cylinder air-cooled 
Lombardini 3-cylinder water-cooled 

Power 25 hp, 1248 cc 33 hp, 1551 cc 38 hp, 1649 cc  

RPM 2800 

Fuel & Tank Capacity Diesel, 24 litres   Diesel, 30 litres 

Transmission 9 speed gearbox: 6 forward + 3 reverse 

PTO 
540 rpm synchro-

nised 
540/750 rpm synchronised with gearbox speeds 

Steering Hydraulic, with constant 4-wheel drive 

Steering Angle 45⁰ 45⁰ 45⁰ 30⁰ 

Hydraulic System Cat 1.  Fully adjustable linkage 

Lift Capacity 1000 kg  1200 kg  

Pump Flow Rate 18.5 ltrs/min  25 ltrs/min  

Brakes Rear drum brakes, braking through 4-wheel drive system 

Clutch 6” diameter dry clutch 

Differential On both axles with lock through independent levers   
On both axles, rear 

diff lock via pedal 

Weight 1100 kg 1100 kg 1350 kg 1300 kg 

Overall Length 2870 mm 3005 mm 3005 mm 2660 mm 

Wheels & Tyres 
7.50x16” agri or  

29-12.50x15” flotation 

8.25x16” agri or 

low ground pressure options  


